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Margaret the geek

Hey !

Margaret stayed with me the whole weekend last weekend, and we did lots of things !
On Friday night, Margaret waited a few hours while I was doing my homework. But then we had great fun on my
computer : I showed her how to do some coding (JS and JSON), and I think she enjoyed it quite a lot.
On Saturday, we got up pretty early and I cooked pancakes for Margaret. We had breakfast together and had quite a
lot of time to chat, as the other members of my family got up much later.
Then I took Margaret into "my world" again : I started my computer, I turned on my sound bar and my speakers,
entered my password and opened "Virtual DJ8" and... BOOM, I forgot all my problems and I became a new me : I
started the music and I pumped up the jam. The room vibrated, whoaa ! Margaret noticed I was not the same
teenage boy anymore, but she seemed to like the new me as well and to have fun ! In my opinion, she is very
musical and has a good sense of rhythm ! My dad sometimes came into my room and asked - or I should say
shouted for - me to put the volume down ! But I didn’t really care !
On Sunday, I showed Margaret how to mix. So she tried, but she wasn’t very good at it. So I finally suggested we
play PS4. She agreed and we played Minecraft and Call of Duty.
I was happy to share a good time with Margaret. See you soon ;-)
Tristan
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